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Johanna Basford's amazing 2013 bestseller Secret Garden fueled the adult coloring craze,
selling an unprecedented number of copies. It was born out of the self-described "ink
evangelist's" passion for the hand-drawn line and its inherent sense of energy, which is
impossible to duplicate via computer-generated graphics. Her initial bestseller was quickly
followed by two more as her fan base and the coloring phenomenon grew. Along the way she's
lent her art to such corporate clients as Starbucks, Absolut Vodka, and Chipotle. No matter
where it's encountered, her art evokes fancy in the viewer, inviting closer inspection of its hidden
intricacies.This calendar provides more than a place to jot reminders. It also offers a creative
outlet as users color images each week from Johanna Basford, best-selling author of Secret
Garden, Enchanted Forest, and Lost Ocean.

From the Back CoverThe noted Victorian-era designer Karl Klimsch excelled in the use of clean
lines, shading, and three-dimensional effects in rendering the elements of decorative alphabets.
His exceptional skills are notably evident in this comprehensive compilation of more than 2,000
elegant two-letter monograms, originally published in a German edition in 1869.Imagination,
ingenuity, and a disciplined freedom distinguish these inventive initials, ideal for use on scrolls,
certificates, awards, and other printed announcements in need of calligraphic excitement. The
handsome Victorian-styled monograms are easily reproduced and copyright free, ready for
immediate use in art, needlework, crafts, and other decorative projects.
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MARLENE FOSTER, “Although advertised as Used this book was in very good condition..
Bought this book to work on my coloring skills. Although it was advertised as Used I thought the
condition was very good. The only problems I could find were a few rough edges on the front
and back covers which in no way affected the inside pages. Would definitely purchase from this
seller in the future.”

Rosiegirl, “For any fan of Johanna Basford. Adult coloring at its best. I've had her books since
they were first published & I love them. The more intricately drawn designs are perfect for adults
who like to use sharp pencils and fine tip pens or markers. I prefer Staedtler triplus fineliners to
color with (I'm still learning how to color with pencils - it's not easy to let go of adult inhibitions!) &
I tested them on this planner. I will use my Staedtler fineliners to write down daily activities &
they won't show through the pages, but I wouldn't recommend using them to color the design
until you're done with the previous week's page, because they will show through if you're doing
more than just writing. None of the designs are repeated throughout, which is awesome. I also
love the spiral binding, the book lays flat no matter what page you're on. The only things I might
change are: add two-page-per-month or even one-page-per-month pages with tabs (there are
no monthly pages at all, just a year at a glance page at the very front for 2017); and add either
tabs for the beginning of each month's weekly pages or add a ribbon bookmark or two. This last
thing isn't a deal breaker for me - I rely heavily on Post-It tabs for place markers, but monthly
pages would have made this a five-star review. As far as the designs themselves, I love them.
Most of them have been compressed in size from the originals & I can see having a bit of
difficulty when using blunt colored pencils, but even if a customer chose not to color the designs
they're still beautiful to look at on their own.  I'm highly pleased with this purchase.”

K. Howard, “A must for any Basford fan. I just received this today, and already I started coloring a
bit here and there, though the first date is August 29, 2016. I can't wait to use it. I love Johanna's
work, and this weekly coloring planner would be a lovely gift for any fan or coloring enthusiast.
Heck, if you don't like to color, it's STILL a beautiful book!The outside front cover is black and
white with gold accents and can be colored. The same with the back cover, which is black and
white. The insides of the cover has a black background with white space to color. This is a
weekly planner. On the left side is a design to color, and the planning page is on the right. If you
don't need tons of room, you can use this for a diary, which is my intention. The illustrations are
from Secret Garden, Enchanted Forest and Lost Ocean. The pages are a bright white. I tried
my Staedtler fineliner pens and they work fine. The ink didn't go through, but you can see a bit of
a shadow through the page. Therefore, I think I will most likely use my Prismacolor Verithin
pencils; they will be perfect with this planner. Some of the areas to color are small, so their sharp
points will work great. Also, not all of the pictures have tiny elements. I believe most people will



be able to color fine without any magnification.You will not be disappointed if you purchase this
gorgeous planner.”

Rossana C., “A planner that will make your days so cheerful!. I really love this planner. Johanna
Basford's work is amazing, and the planner includes images from all her books.Compared to the
books, images are smaller, so make sure you have the right tools to color some tiny details. I
only used markers, and it worked beautifully. Due to the size of the images, you will not be able
to work much on shades and blending, so I would say that you shouldn't be too focused on the
artistic side of this: just enjoy the beauty and fun of a planner where you poured some of your
creativity in, but don't take it as the best way to create art - for that purpose, books work better.I
highly recommend it: you will enjoy coloring it, and will also enjoy keeping it on your desk, as the
beauty and cheerfulness of it will bright up your day!”

PearlGirl, “Very nice planner to handle my stressful schedule. I read some of the reviews that
portray the artwork in this book as small or tiny, but I did not find it so. Everyone has different
vision so some people my have some issues with the sizing of some pictures. I have vision
challenges but I have no problem seeing most of the drawings in this collection. The editors
choose a variety of drawings from her most popular books to satisfy a wide audience. The book
includes calendars from 2016 and 2018. There is a drawing per week beginning with Aug 29,
2016. Some of the smaller drawings may be suitable for gel pens or very sharp pencils. The
weight of the paper should allow for watercolor pencils if desired.”

alia_m, “I'm really happy with this planner. I'm really happy with this planner! I love the format of
the planner. I like that it is simple (just the days of the week) and that equal amount of place is
given for each day of the week because some planners give less place for the weekend. I can
understand why some people wouldn't like it because of how condensed the coloring portions
are, but it's not something that bothers me. I love this planner because it's the exact format I
prefer for writing out my plans/to-do lists and it has the added bonus of beautiful pictures to color
in.”

Ms. D. L. Parkinson, “I love it another good one by her!!. Perfect size. Started on it today soon as i
opened it started colouring front and back cover with my felt tips.”

KJS, “Practical Use for Colouring Hobby. Lovely paper for  colouringand and  useful organiser.”

Lindsay, “16 month planner to colour. This is superb, assorted subjects of pictures to colour and
plenty of writing room on the pages. So glad I bought this and hope she does one next year.”

The book by Betty Edwards has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 90 people have provided feedback.
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